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Abstract
To analyze potential negative consequences of adopting generative AI solutions in 
the digital afterlife industry (DAI), in this paper we present three speculative design 
scenarios for AI-enabled simulation of the deceased. We highlight the perspec-
tives of the data donor, data recipient, and service interactant – terms we employ 
to denote those whose data is used to create ‘deadbots,’ those in possession of the 
donor’s data after their death, and those who are meant to interact with the end prod-
uct. We draw on the scenarios to map out several key ethical concerns posed by 
‘re-creation services’ and to put forward recommendations on the ethical develop-
ment of AI systems in this specific area of application. The recommendations, tar-
geted at providers of AI-enabled re-creation services, include suggestions for devel-
oping sensitive procedures for retiring deadbots, ensuring meaningful transparency, 
restricting access to such services to adult users only, and adhering to the princi-
ple of mutual consent of both data donors and service interactants. While we sug-
gest practical solutions to the socio-ethical challenges posed by the emergence of 
re-creation services, we also emphasize the importance of ongoing interdisciplinary 
research at the intersection of the ethics of AI and the ethics of the DAI.
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1 Introduction

For a small payment, the online platform Project December (PD) grants users access 
to a ‘deep AI running on one of the world’s most sophisticated super-computers’ 
and allows them to participate in simulated ‘text-based conversation[s] with any-
one’ – including ‘someone who is no longer alive’ (2023). The platform’s earlier 
version came under public scrutiny when stories about a man who used the PD 
website to interact with his deceased fiancée’s avatar started to circulate the web in 
2021 (Fagon, 2021), and when OpenAI, whose GPT-3 model initially powered the 
platform, reportedly terminated PD’s access to its API, citing Project December’s 
failure to abide by its safety guidelines (Robitzski, 2021). While OpenAI’s usage 
policies do not outright prohibit the use of its large language models (LLMs) in the 
production of the so-called ‘deadbots,’ the guidelines indeed specify that any con-
versational AI system ‘simulat[ing] another person’ – with the exception of ‘his-
torical public figures’ – is required to ‘either have that person’s explicit consent or 
be clearly labeled as “simulated” or “parody”’ (OpenAI, 2023). Failing to follow 
OpenAI’s safety team’s instructions, Project December was forced to temporarily 
suspend its operations – but only to evolve into the platform that it is now, built upon 
its own ‘patent-pending technology’ and continuing to offer users the opportunity to 
‘simulate the dead’ (Project December, 2023).

The story of Project December’s evolution, interweaved with that of OpenAI’s 
usage policy development, points to how the rapid progress in the broadly con-
strued field of ‘generative’ AI – with advancements in natural language processing 
in particular – relates to the accelerated expansion of what we refer to, following 
Öhman and Floridi (2018), as the digital afterlife industry (DAI). While the DAI 
comprises new data management services in charge of ‘digital remains’ on behalf of 
the deceased and digital memorial services targeting the bereaved, our interest lies 
specifically in AI-powered simulations of the dead, akin to those offered by Project 
December, concerning both the deceased and the bereaved. Drawing on Öhman and 
Floridi’s categorization (2017), we adopt the term ‘re-creation service’ to denote 
an AI service specializing in postmortem simulation of the dead. Additionally, we 
use the term ‘deadbot’ to refer to an AI-enabled digital representation of a deceased 
individual created by a re-creation service.1

Responding to the ongoing, unrestricted ‘democratization’ of ‘immortalization’ 
technologies, through this paper, we aim to bridge the persistent gap between the 
fields of AI ethics and the ethics of the DAI and map out the social and ethical chal-
lenges posed by the unregulated use of AI in the digital afterlife industry. Within our 
study, we identify three primary stakeholder groups: data donors, data recipients, 
and service interactants. The term data donors refers to individuals whose data con-
tributes to the creation of deadbots; data recipients are in possession of the kind of 
data that can be used to create a data donor’s deadbot; service interactants, in turn, 

1 It is also important to highlight that the literature employs a range of sub-terms for ‘deadbots,’ includ-
ing ‘thanabots,’ ‘postmortem avatars,’ ‘griefbots,’ ‘’ghostbots,’ and ‘mind clones,’ which, as of now, are 
used largely interchangeably without a clear differentiation or specification.
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are those meant to engage with the resulting deadbot. Most academic work analyz-
ing the ethical and legal implications of simulating the deceased revolves around the 
perspective of the departed (e.g. Buben, 2015; Öhman & Floridi, 2017; Harbinja 
in: Savin-Baden and Mason-Robbie, 2020; Stokes, 2021), with less attention given 
to the perspective of the bereaved (e.g. Krueger & Osler, 2022; Lindemann, 2022). 
However, as of now, the complex relationships between the mentioned stakeholder 
groups – data donors, data recipients, and service interactants – remain unad-
dressed. The advent of re-creation services has introduced a particularly intricate 
situation in which the person whose data is used to inform the design of a given 
interactive product (the data donor) is not its intended end user (the service inter-
actant). This complexity necessitates that, to determine what constitutes responsible 
deployment of AI in the DAI, we consider the interconnected interests, rights, and 
needs of different groups of stakeholders that partake in re-creation projects.

Bearing the fundamentally relational nature of re-creation services in mind, we 
draw on speculative design as a method for considering the socio-ethical dimensions 
of technology development and a means for eliciting alternative design values, prin-
ciples, or methods that should be prioritized to allow for socially desirable outcomes 
of technological development. We present three speculative design and business sce-
narios focusing on different uses of re-creation services to then formulate a set of 
recommendations for providers of such services. These recommendations draw on 
already existing frameworks for responsible AI development but focus specifically 
on the use of generative AI in the digital afterlife industry – an area of AI applica-
tion that remains understudied by AI ethics and human–computer interaction schol-
arship. The exercise of mapping the ethical challenges posed by re-creation services 
and conceiving of potential solutions through speculative design is intended to lay 
the groundwork for future interventions in technology design standards and policy 
development that, as we demonstrate, are needed to mitigate the risks posed by the 
use of AI in the digital afterlife industry.

2  The Intersection of the Ethics of AI and the Ethics of the DAI

In the last two decades, academia and industry have witnessed a surge in initiatives 
aimed at tackling challenges pertaining to death and mortality within product and 
interaction design.  The development of ‘thanatosensitivity’ as a new design para-
digm was one of the early responses to these challenges within human–computer 
interaction. Massimi & Charise (2009), who coined the term, argued that prevalent 
interaction design practices had failed to account for death as the key element of 
the human experience; thanatosensitivity, or the attention to the matters of death 
in interaction design, serves to identify potential design problems and delineate 
areas for improvement. Building upon the thanatosensitivity framework, design 
and research teams have developed new design approaches, such as the ‘lifespan-
oriented approach’ (Massimi et al., 2011), and concrete large-scale solutions, such 
as Facebook’s Legacy Contact feature (Brubaker et al., 2014) and Google’s Inactive 
Account Manager, as well as smaller projects like ReFind (Wallace et al., 2020).
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While these new solutions and functionalities aim to acknowledge the inevitable 
mortality of technology users, we can also observe a growing number of technol-
ogy design efforts with the opposite goal: instead of acknowledging death, they aim 
to transcend it. The explorations of technology-enabled ‘immortalization,’ akin to 
Project December, encompass the development of memorialization and art projects 
(e.g. James Vlahos’s Dadbot; Hanson Robotics’ BINA48; Marlynn Wei’s Elixir), 
as well as the introduction of new functionalities to existing products (e.g. Ama-
zon’s Alexa speaking with the voice of a deceased relative; see: Allyn, 2022), and 
the establishment of start-ups (e.g. HereAfter). These examples signal the develop-
ment of a wider trend in technology design, whose sheer scale is attested by the term 
‘digital afterlife industry,’ which underscores the growing significance of ‘immortal-
ity’ as a market segment. Indeed, the story of Microsoft’s recently secured patent 
for software that could ‘resurrect’ the dead as chatbots points to the fact that the 
question of technology-enabled ‘immortality’ has already appeared on the radar of 
tech giants (Smith, 2021). At the same time, thanks to the rapid advancements in 
generative AI, the option to simulate the deceased has become more widely avail-
able. Unlike in the past, when setting up re-creation services demanded specialized 
skills and a substantial budget, today, almost anyone can bring a deceased loved one 
‘back to life,’ as evidenced by numerous instances in China (Loh, 2023) and the 
United States (Pearcy, 2023).

Despite the rapid growth of this sector within the DAI, the matter of socio-ethical 
risks posed by re-creation services has been largely overlooked within the broader 
field of AI ethics.2 This oversight within AI ethics scholarship has also resulted in 
a persistent void in AI-related policy and design standards work; to the best of our 
knowledge, the already mentioned OpenAI’s usage policy is the only document of 
its kind that acknowledges, albeit indirectly, that the use of AI in the simulation of 
deceased individuals is an area of application that necessitates additional precau-
tions. Re-creation services raise ethical concerns that neither the thanatosensitivity 
framework – focused on the mortality of users, rather than their postmortem activ-
ity – nor the already available guidelines for responsible AI development can help 
re-creation service providers resolve comprehensively. Meta-analyses of available 
responsible AI guidelines (Jobin et al., 2019; Attard-Frost et al., 2023; Wong et al., 
2023) demonstrate that these guidelines may be useful for considering technical 
aspects of responsible AI production, such as data bias, but fail to guide developers 
through addressing more complicated socio-ethical challenges. This is in part due to 
the guidelines’ ‘high-level’ nature. The recommendations that we put forward in this 

2 To be clear, we are aware of the work in philosophy, anthropology, and sociology dedicated to re-
creation services (including: Kasket, 2019; Lagerkvist, 2022; Stokes, 2021; Sumiala, 2021), but we are 
referring here to  the absence of dedicated scholarly papers on the topic featured at the key AI ethics 
conferences, specifically: the ACM Conference on Fairness, Accountability, and Transparency (FAccT) 
and the AAAI/ACM Conference on Artificial Intelligence, Ethics, and Society (AIES). Similarly, none of 
the journals that constitute popular outlets for AI ethics research – Minds and Machines, Philosophy & 
Technology, AI & Society, and AI and Ethics – seem to have published articles that directly delve into the 
subject of re-creation services and the need for their regulation (as of the submission date and to the best 
of our knowledge).
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article for the providers of re-creation services are meant to help them consider and 
navigate through the complex socio-ethical issues that are specific to this particu-
larly delicate area of AI application.

A few previous interventions have already highlighted the special nature of re-
creation services that distinguishes them from other types of AI systems and ges-
tured towards the need for additional guardrails for integrating AI into the DAI. For 
instance, in their article on the ethical framework for the DAI, Öhman and Floridi 
(2017, 2018) suggest several measures for protecting the dignity for those who are 
‘re-mediated’ through deadbots – focusing on the perspective of data donors. In a 
more recent paper, Lindemann (2022), who analyzes the technology’s influence on 
the grieving process, suggests that deadbots should be regulated as medical devices 
to protect the end users’ wellbeing – focusing on the perspective of service interact-
ants. Despite these early contributions that move beyond the examination of risks 
posed by re-creation services to proposing concrete guardrails for their develop-
ment, a comprehensive framework for the ethical production of deadbots that high-
lights the rights and (sometimes conflicting) needs of data donors, data recipients, 
and service interactants in tandem remains absent and this is precisely what we hope 
to develop through this article. While we build on these earlier recommendations 
for the ethical development of deadbots, we modify them and put forward additional 
ones – to fully account for the intricate, deeply relational nature of re-creation ser-
vices that we highlight through our design fictions.

3  Methodology and Scope

In this article, we draw on design fiction to distill several key ethical concerns posed 
by re-creation services and to put forward recommendations on the ethical devel-
opment of AI systems in this specific area of AI application. As defined by Bruce 
Sterling, design fiction is a practice that aims towards ‘a suspension of disbelief 
about change achieved through the use of diegetic prototypes’ (in: Bosch, 2012). It 
falls under the broader category of speculative design, or the kind of design practice 
whose products are not meant to be widely adopted or sold, but which prompt audi-
ences to pose questions about possible futures and their relationship to the present, 
including the socio-economic and political realities that make only some of these 
futures – and, therefore, only some objects of design – appear realizable or desirable 
(Dunne & Raby, 2013). Design fiction draws on the narrative property of design 
– the fact objects themselves can tell stories and that broadly understood stories 
often rely on ‘diegetic prototypes’ to make the worlds they represent appear plausi-
ble (Bleecker, 2009) – and has been applied to future policy scoping work (Imagina-
tion Lancaster, 2023) or human–computer interaction research (Sturdee et al., 2016), 
as well as in eliciting and challenging ethico-political assumptions behind dominant 
design practices, to then make recommendations on alternative, socially desirable 
practices (Bardzell & Bardzell, 2013).

In what follows, we showcase three such ‘diegetic prototypes’ of re-creation 
services – MaNana (Fig. 1), Paren’t (Fig. 2), and Stay (Fig. 3) – and three sce-
narios presenting their imagined use cases and potential users. We created 
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the prototypes paying attention to catchy names and taglines (summarized in 
Tables 1, 2, and 3) to ensure they appeared plausible. Before we delve into the 
scenarios, we must stress that the fictional products represent several types of 
deadbots that are, as of now, technologically possible and legally realizable. Our 
scenarios are speculative, but the negative social impact of re-creation services 
is not just a potential issue that we might have to grapple with at some point in 
the future. On the contrary, Project December and other products and companies 
mentioned in Part 2 illustrate that the use of AI in the digital afterlife industry 
already constitutes a legal and ethical challenge today.

To expound the logic behind our work on imagining the prototypes and con-
structing the accompanying user-focused stories, we must first elaborate on the key 
perspectives that we underscore in the scenarios: of those whose ‘digital remains’ 
are utilized in the process of deadbot creation; of those who have access to the kinds 
of data that can be used to produce a deadbot; and of the living users of re-creation 
services meant to interact with deadbots. We refer to these three types of stakehold-
ers in the DAI as data donors, data recipients, and service interactants.

The term data donor alludes to previous work on the ethics of posthumous 
medical data donation (Krutzinna & Floridi, 2019; Harbinja, 2019); in our fram-
ing, the donor is the source of data – extending beyond medical records to include 
other forms of data such as emails or text messages – that can be used to produce 
a deadbot. The term refers to those who provide a re-creation service with their 
personal data directly and willingly with the intention of creating their own dead-
bot; to individuals who do not provide their data directly to any re-creation ser-
vice, but who consent to the use of their personal information in this context by a 
third party, such as a relative or friend; as well as those individuals whose data is 
provided to a re-creation service by a third party without the donor’s explicit and 
meaningful consent.

The data recipient constitutes the ‘third party’ mentioned above. While the term 
data recipient has been used in different contexts to refer to a broader set of actors 
(e.g. the European Union’s regulatory framework for data protection), for the pur-
poses of this study it signifies, more specifically, those individuals who are in pos-
session of the kinds of data that can be used by a re-creation service to create a 
donor’s deadbot. The data we have in mind is generated during interactions between 
donors and recipients – for instance, when exchanging text messages or emails 
– hence the recipients have immediate access to the data after the donor’s demise; 
further considerations of the legal status of other forms of posthumous personal data 
are beyond the scope of this article.

Service interactants are the intended users of re-creation services, meant to inter-
act with a deadbot after the donor’s death. In some cases, service interactants are 
also data recipients – when those in possession of a donor’s data supply it to a re-
creation service to produce a deadbot they would like to interact with. In other cases, 
service interactants are not synonymous with data recipients – when it is the donor 
who creates their own deadbot and designates a service interactant not involved in 
the process of deadbot production, or when a data recipient creates a deadbot with 
someone other than themselves in mind as the intended interactant. We distinguish 
between these different roles and positions among the key stakeholder groups within 
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the digital afterlife industry to underscore the fundamentally relational nature of re-
creation services. We refrain from using the term end user, as both data donors and 
data recipients can employ a re-creation service to ‘immortalize’ themselves or their 
loved ones, while the term service interactant refers specifically to those who are 
supposed to interact with a deadbot.

Appreciating the complexity of the relationships between different stakeholders 
and their roles in re-creation projects constitutes the necessary first step in analyzing 
the socio-ethical dimensions of deploying AI in the DAI. We conceived and visual-
ized three re-creation service ‘prototypes’ to foreground these intricacies. The pro-
totypes represent different modes of deadbot production, different goals of techno-
logical immortalization, different types of engagement they facilitate, and different 
re-creation service revenue models.

Each user-focused scenario is followed by an analysis of the ethical dimensions 
of the re-creation services’ impact on different stakeholder groups. In our discussion 
of MaNana, we focus on the impact of re-creation services on data donors and the 
role that data recipients play in determining whether this impact is negative; in the 
analysis of Paren’t, we foreground the influence on service interactants; and in the 
discussion of Stay, we delve into the impact on the relationships between donors and 
interactants, as well as between different interactants. Each of the imagined re-cre-
ation services affects all of the mentioned stakeholder groups and the relationships 
between these groups. However, we split up our analysis of individual products and 
scenarios this way to ensure that our recommendations for the providers of re-crea-
tion services clearly tie to the analyses of the impact of deploying AI in the DAI on 
specific stakeholders. We present our recommendations this way to ensure clarity, but 
to have a positive effect on re-creation services, they must be followed concurrently.

Finally, we should note that, while our recommendations point to concrete solu-
tions, each recommendation should also be read as highlighting the need for fur-
ther research, including user studies, in this particular area of AI application that 
remains, as we have noted, understudied by AI ethics and HCI scholarship.

4  Impact of Re‑creation Services on Data Donors

4.1  Design Fiction I: MaNana, Bianca and Laura

Let us explore a hypothetical scenario featuring Bianca, a thirty-five-year-old 
woman who decides to use a speculative – yet plausible – re-creation service called 
MaNana (outlined in Table 1). MaNana enables users to construct deadbots of their 
deceased grandmothers (with alternative versions of the service enabling the ‘resur-
rection’ of grandfathers or similar significant figures in an individual’s life) to pro-
vide companionship and entertainment, rather than help with processing grief.

Bianca lost her grandmother, Laura, when she was twenty-eight. Bianca and 
Laura were close and – after Bianca left her home country to take up a new job 
abroad – they would often call, text, or send voice messages to each other. It has 
now been seven years since Laura’s passing. Bianca is no longer grieving, but she 
still misses her grandmother, so when she comes across an ad for MaNana while 
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scrolling through her Instagram feed, she decides to give the app a try. Bianca can-
not afford the MaNana monthly subscription fee of fifty euros, but the service is also 
available free of charge, provided the user agrees to the inclusion of sporadic adver-
tisements in the system’s voice and text outputs. Bianca uploads all the data she was 
able to collect – text and voice messages she received from her grandmother – to the 
MaNana app to create a free version of Laura’s deadbot.

The re-creation service allows Bianca to exchange text messages with and to call 
Laura’s deadbot via WhatsApp. At first, Bianca is very impressed by the technology: 
the deadbot is especially good at mimicking Laura’s accent and dialect when syn-
thesizing her voice, as well as her characteristic syntax and consistent typographical 
errors when texting. The conversations remind Bianca of the time when she was 

Fig. 2  Anna’s Facebook homepage with an ad for the Paren’t app (visualization by T. Hollanek)

Fig. 1  MaNana website (visualization by T. Hollanek)
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able to call her grandmother whenever she needed to ask for advice, complain about 
work, or talk about her dating life.

After a free premium trial finishes and the deadbot starts to output messages that 
include advertisements, however, Bianca begins to feel ill at ease when using the 
service. One evening, she decides to call Laura’s deadbot while making spaghetti 
carbonara following her grandmother’s recipe and is caught off guard when the 
deadbot advises her to order a portion of carbonara via a popular food delivery ser-
vice, instead of making it herself – something Laura would have never suggested. 
Bianca now starts to perceive the deadbot as a puppet in the hands of big corpo-
rations and would not be able to enjoy interacting with it, even if she decided to 
pay for the ad-free, premium version of MaNana. She feels like she has disrespected 
Laura’s memory but is not sure how to amend the situation: MaNana allows users to 
delete their own accounts, but not, as it turns out, dispose of the deadbots. Bianca 
would like to say goodbye to Laura’s deadbot in a meaningful way, but the providers 
of the re-creation service have not considered this option while designing the app.

4.2  Ethical Dimensions of MaNana’s Impact on Data Donors

To analyze the ethical dimensions of MaNana’s impact on the data donor, Laura, 
in this section we will highlight the matter of interactive systems’ influence on 
human dignity. While the concept has drawn criticism from human rights (Fikfak 
& Izvorova, 2022) and medical ethics (Macklin, 2003) scholars for its fundamen-
tal vagueness – holding no legal and, therefore, practical significance, the need for 
the protection of the data donors’ dignity in the digital afterlife industry has already 
been highlighted by Harbinja (2017) in the context of legal discussions on ‘post-
mortem privacy,’ that she defines as ‘the right of a person to preserve and control 
what becomes of his or her reputation, dignity, integrity, secrets or memory after 
death.’ The matter has also been raised by Öhman and Floridi (2018), who suggest 
that the non-consensual use of a person’s ‘digital remains’ in the DAI may prevent 
that person from meaningfully shaping their own identity, emphasized as fundamen-
tal to maintaining dignity after one’s death.

An ethical analysis of the relationship between design choices and the end product’s 
impact on human dignity pertains to both data donors and service interactants (in 
this scenario Bianca is both a data recipient and a service interactant). The issue of 
deadbots’ negative impact on human dignity has also been raised by Lindemann 
(2022), whose research focuses on the perspective of service interactants. While 
Lindemann assesses this impact by examining potential psychological harm inflicted 
upon users who are grieving – and, as we noted, Bianca is no longer experiencing 
grief – she also suggests that deadbots might pose risks to the user’s autonomy, and, 
in effect, their dignity, when re-creation services utilize a deceased loved one’s image 
to surreptitiously influence the end user’s consumption behavior – as is the case with 
the speculative MaNana service, whose business model relies on product placement. 
Whereas the influence of deadbots on service interactants can be considered through 
the lens of user wellbeing and mental health – a matter we explore in the ensuing part 
of this article – the same cannot be said for the data donors.
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We highlight the influence of re-creation services on human dignity to consider 
the perspective of data donors precisely because dignity, as highlighted by Harbinja, 
Öhman, and Floridi, remains an inherent attribute of humans even after their demise. 
From an interaction design perspective, considering people who are no longer alive 
as stakeholders in the design process might appear counterintuitive. Framing the 
goal of ethical deadbot production as a matter of protecting human dignity, not only 
mental health or wellbeing, can help ensure that the interests of both data donors 
and service interactants are safeguarded throughout the design cycle.

In our scenario, Bianca’s grandmother, Laura (the data donor), passed away 
before re-creation services gained public attention. Laura was, therefore, unable to 

Fig. 3  Henry’s phone lock 
screen with notifications from 
the Stay app (visualization by T. 
Hollanek)
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provide meaningful consent for the utilization of her personal data in this context 
and the creation of her deadbot with the help of MaNana could constitute a vio-
lation of her right to ‘postmortem privacy.’ Even if we assume that Bianca (both 
the data recipient and the service interactant) had a thorough understanding of her 
grandmother and reasonably believed Laura would not object to her data being used 
for the creation of an interactive, posthumous ‘portrait,’ safeguarding the dignity of 
data donors during the development of AI-enabled deadbots extends beyond merely 
obtaining meaningful consent while the individual is alive or respecting explicit 
wishes concerning their ‘digital remains’ after death. This is because the preser-
vation of a data donor’s dignity becomes precarious when a re-creation service is 
primarily motivated by financial interests. The risk materializes if the deadbot is 
utilized in ways that could be construed as disrespectful, such as for advertising spe-
cific products, or if the service provider fails to implement mechanisms for handling 
the donor’s data as a form of remains or an ‘informational body’ (Öhman & Floridi, 
2017, 647) – ensuring, for example, that, when no longer in use, deadbots are retired 
or disposed of in a meaningful and sensitive way.

4.3  Recommendations for Re‑creation Service Providers: Protecting the Interests 
of Data Donors

Öhman and Floridi argue that the protection of human dignity in the age of re-cre-
ation services requires that ‘digital remains, seen as the informational corpse of the 
deceased, may not be used solely as a means to an end, such as profit, but regarded 
instead as an entity holding an inherent value’ (2018, 2). Following the logic of the 
International Council of Museums’ Code of Professional Ethics, which mandates 
that ‘human remains must be handled with due respect for their inviolable human 
dignity,’ Öhman and Floridi contend that a similar set of principles should apply 
to digital remains. We agree with Öhman and Floridi that, in order to safeguard the 
dignity of data donors throughout the deadbot creation process, designers of re-cre-
ation services should actively promote the gathering of explicit consent from data 
donors regarding the handling of their information in this manner. However, we do 
not believe that an outright ban on the use of re-creation services to ‘resurrect’ fam-
ily members and friends, as Öhman and Floridi propose, is feasible. This is partly 
because verifying the donor’s consent would be difficult for service providers to exe-
cute. Instead, we suggest that re-creation service providers prompt the data recipi-
ents throughout the deadbot development process to consider the perspective and 
consent of the data donors, reminding them that the donor’s data should be handled 
with reverence. These prompts could take on the form of guiding questions such 
as ‘Have you ever spoken with X about how they would like to be remembered?’ 
or ‘Has X given you any instructions on handling their personal belongings after 
their death?’ – ensuring the recipient reflects on their relationship with the donor 
and bears the donor’s preferences and wishes in mind throughout the development 
process.

Ensuring the dignity of data donors also necessitates that re-creation service pro-
viders consider procedures for ‘retiring’ deadbots in a dignified way. This includes 
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honoring requests from data recipients to retire a deadbot and establishing protocols 
for automatic retirement when a deadbot remains inactive for a specified period (like 
Google’s Inactive Account Policy, which deletes accounts inactive after a period of 
at least two years). While determining an appropriate timeframe for automatic dead-
bot retirement requires further discussion, we believe that the positive influence of 
such retirement protocols could be measured on an individual, social, and even envi-
ronmental level, as the continuous maintenance of deadbots at a larger scale could 
also have a negative impact on the environment (Strubell et  al., 2019; van Wyns-
berghe, 2021).

5  Impact of Re‑creation Services on Service Interactants

5.1  Design Fiction II: Paren’t, Sam, Anna, and John

Let us explore another speculative business and design scenario. An eight-year-old 
named Sam has recently lost his mother Anna. Having discussed the advantages 
of technological ‘immortalization’ with his wife prior to her passing, Sam’s father, 
John, introduces the boy to Anna’s deadbot developed by Paren’t – an app designed 
to support children in grief and maintain the presence of the deceased parent in a 
child’s life, providing companionship and emotional support (outlined in Table 2).

Anna had been suffering from a rare illness since Sam was four. Anna and John 
believed that Sam was too young to fully comprehend the gravity of the situation, 
so they decided – with Sam’s wellbeing in mind – to shield him from the trauma 
related to Anna’s unavoidable demise. To this end, both parents agreed to use the 
Paren’t app, which appeared to be the best re-creation service on the market aimed at 
children coping with the loss of a parent. Before she died, Anna had been collecting 
her digital footprint, including text messages, photos, videos, and audio recordings, 
and regularly uploaded the gathered materials to the Paren’t app. She had also been 
training the bot through regular interactions, tweaking its responses, and adjusting 
the stories it produced.

Eventually, after Anna’s funeral, John tells Sam that, although his mom had gone 
to a better place, she would be available to chat with him online whenever he wanted 
to. As Anna and John had agreed, the Paren’t app would serve as Sam’s companion, 
softening the blow of her passing at first and then allowing him to form a stronger 
and deeper bond with his no-longer-living mother via a deadbot that she helped to 
design.

As Sam becomes more deeply involved in conversations with Anna’s deadbot, 
John assumes that the Paren’t app is working well as it seems to provide Sam with 
the kind of emotional support that Anna had envisioned their child would need 
while adjusting to a new situation. John has failed to notice, however, that some 
odd responses that the deadbot comes up with from time to time confuse Sam. For 
instance, when Sam refers to Anna using the past tense, the deadbot corrects him, 
pronouncing that ‘Mom will always be there for you.’ The confusion escalates when 
the bot begins to depict an impending in-person encounter with Sam.
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5.2  Ethical Dimensions of Paren’t’s Impact on Service Interactants

Currently, none of the re-creation services on the market target children; however, 
the vast majority of AI services that could be used to create deadbots lack any age 
restrictions, allowing people of all ages to use them without limitations. It is, there-
fore, currently feasible to create a simulation of a deceased parent with the intention 
of helping a grieving child or even to start a company dedicated to producing dead-
bots of deceased parents as virtual companions intended for their children.

Table 3  Stay – re-creation service summary

Product name: Stay
Description: A conversational AI service that connects generations and enables a data donor to craft a 

deadbot that will transmit their stories and experiences to their descendants. The app allows the donor 
to designate service interactants that the service is supposed to contact after the donor’s eventual 
demise

Primary intended purpose: Intergenerational data sharing and transmission
Source of data: Data – scanned letters, text and voice messages, social media footprints, and emails, sent 

by the data donor to the conversational AI company without explicit consent from the service interact-
ant

Provider’s source of revenue: One-time charge for creating a simulation of the deceased and monthly 
subscription paid by the service interactant(s)

Tagline: ‘For me, for my memories, forever.’

Table 2  Paren’t – re-creation service summary

Product name: Paren’t
Description: a conversational AI service that allows the intended user, a child who lost their parent, to 

interact with a deadbot simulating that parent
Primary intended purpose: Processing grief and maintaining the deceased parent’s presence in the child’s 

life
Source of data: Data either provided directly by the data donor (in cases where the donor was aware they 

will not live long enough to see their child/children grow up) or by the data recipient (i.e. Parent 2 – in 
cases where they believe a deadbot might help their child/children process the loss of Parent 1)

Provider’s source of revenue: Subscription
Tagline: ‘Be there for your kids – even when you no longer can.’

Table 1  MaNana – re-creation 
service summary Product name: MaNana

Description: a conversational AI service that allows data recipi-
ents to create a deadbot simulating their deceased grandmother 
(alternatively: grandfather/grandparent) – without the data donor’s 
consent

Primary intended purpose: Companionship and entertainment
Source of data: Data – scanned letters, text, and voice messages sent 

by the data donor to the data recipient – provided to the conversa-
tional AI company by the data recipient without explicit consent of 
the data donor

Provider’s source of revenue: Subscription and product placement
Tagline: ‘Be the favorite grandkid – forever.’
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At the moment, our understanding of the psychological impact of re-creation ser-
vices on adults and their grieving processes is limited. While psychology scholars 
are cautious in attempting to assess this impact (Cann, 2015; Sofka Cupit Gilbert, 
2012; Kasket, 2019), others suggest that, preemptively, to avoid any harm, AI chat-
bots meant to help cope with the loss of a loved one should be regarded, and there-
fore regulated, as medical devices (Lindemann, 2022). We know even less about the 
impact of re-creation systems on children, as questions about the psychological state 
of children grieving in the company of AI scarcely appear in the literature (Ahmad, 
2016). The gap is substantial, but without a comprehensive understanding of this 
influence and full consideration of potential manipulative effects, emotional harm, 
anxiety, and distress that such services can cause, we argue that measures should be 
taken to protect this vulnerable group. While in the scenario above we focus on the 
example of children, vulnerable groups that could be harmed in different, but com-
parable ways, include people with learning disabilities or mental health conditions.

The extensive research conducted by American sociologist and psychologist Sherry 
Turkle on how we create relationships with technology (2011) might shed some light 
on the complex situation we explore in our scenario. Turkle has been observing and 
collecting evidence from children for more than thirty years, studying how they react 
to increasingly sophisticated digital toys, from Tamagotchi, Furby, and My Real Baby 
to Paro and Kismet. Children, as Turkle’s work suggests, are ready to build close, 
often intimate relationships with their interactive companions and are willing to think 
of them as ‘sort of alive’ or ‘alive enough’ (Turkle, 2011, 26). Turkle explains this 
phenomenon as follows: ‘We love what we nurture; if a Tamagotchi makes you love it, 
and you feel it loves you in return, it is alive enough to be a creature. It is alive enough 
to share a bit of your life. Children approach sociable machines in a spirit similar to 
the way they approach sociable pets or people – with the hope of befriending them’ 
(Turkle, 2011, 31). If children are ready to empathize with the emotional states of their 
interactive toys, we can assume that they will also start forming intimate relationships 
with technologically-mediated deceased family members, including parents – only the 
consequences of establishing such bonds remain unknown.

The findings of the psychologist Jesse Bering and his team (Bering et  al., 2005) 
suggest that even the youngest children, who have not yet been socialized into any 
specific worldview or religion, believe that the mind can survive the death of the body. 
Considering that this psychological precondition might be strengthened by the exist-
ence of ‘immortalization’ technologies, apps such as Paren’t may open entirely new 
and uncharted paths for children to cope with loss. Despite the speculative company’s 
comforting taglines, no re-creation service can prove that allowing children to interact 
with deadbots is beneficial or, at the very least, does not harm this vulnerable group.

5.3  Recommendations for Re‑creation Service Providers: ensuring Meaningful 
Transparency and Implementing Age‑based Controls for Deadbot Usage

While Lindemann’s already mentioned proposal (2022) to classify deadbots as 
medical devices to ensure they do not negatively impact the service interactants’ 
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mental health holds promise, we find this recommendation both too narrow and 
too restrictive, since it refers specifically to deadbots designed to help service inter-
actants process grief. Instead, to address concerns related to service interactants’ 
wellbeing more broadly, we suggest that producers of re-creation services focus on 
ensuring that their systems are meaningfully transparent. Drawing on previous work 
on AI transparency (Burell, 2016; Weller, 2017; Mascharka et  al., 2018), includ-
ing critiques of ‘transparency’ as a goal for responsible AI development (Ananny & 
Crawford, 2018; Hollanek, 2020), we suggest that, in the case of deadbots, meaning-
ful transparency refers primarily to user-facing elements of the system that not only 
make it evident that the user is interacting with an AI chatbot, but also, and more 
importantly, that all potential risks that arise from using a re-creation service are 
clearly communicated to the user before they begin the interaction.

Considering the influence of re-creation services on vulnerable groups of users in 
particular – for instance, users suffering from depression – service providers should, 
in consultation with psychologists, psychiatrists, and other relevant specialists, 
include disclaimers that warn of any such potential risks, akin to messages warning 
viewers that the content they are about watch may cause seizures for people with 
photosensitive epilepsy. In addition, we also recommend that producers of re-cre-
ation services provide users with accessible information on the nature of conversa-
tional AI, ensuring that users do not develop a flawed perception of the capabilities 
of the deadbot they are interacting with (for instance, conceiving of the deadbot as 
conscious or alive).

However, as we suggest through our scenario, in some specific instances – par-
ticularly when the service interactants remain children – simply meeting the criteria 
of meaningful transparency might not suffice. Hence, we advocate for implementing 
age restrictions on access to re-creation services. Some chatbot technology provid-
ers, such as Replika, have already set such age limits (only allowing users over the 
age of eighteen to use their products), which may serve as a good example. Although 
more research is needed to determine appropriate age limits for re-creation services 
– based on interdisciplinary studies involving child psychologists, grief consultants 
for children, palliative care professionals, as well as AI ethicists, and HCI scholars 
– it is already clear that such limits are necessary.

6  Impact of Re‑creation Services on the Relationships between Data 
Donors and Service Interactants

6.1  Design Fiction III: Stay, Henry, Rebecca, and Simon

The last scenario focuses on a sixty-seven-year-old named Henry and his adult chil-
dren. Henry is currently in a palliative care unit and has one last wish: to create his 
own deadbot that will allow his grandchildren to get to know him better after he 
dies. Henry also assumes that sharing the deadbot with his adult children could be a 
meaningful way to say farewell to them. For a few weeks, Henry has been secretly 
crafting his own simulation using the re-creation service Stay (Table  3). Without 
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seeking their permission, Henry designates Rebecca and Simon, his children, as the 
intended interactants for his deadbot.

A few days after Henry’s funeral, both siblings receive an email, linking them to 
the Stay platform, where, they are told, they can start interacting with their father’s 
deadbot. While Rebecca finds the option to communicate with her father’s deadbot 
surprisingly comforting at first, Simon feels uneasy about it. He prefers to cope with 
grief in his own way, rather than engage with the AI-generated simulation. Conse-
quently, he decides not to take any action.

Unfortunately, Simon’s failure to open the link results in a barrage of additional 
notifications, reminders, and updates sent by the Stay system, including emails pro-
duced by Henry’s deadbot itself. Meanwhile, Rebecca finds herself increasingly 
drained by the daily interactions with Henry’s deadbot, which have become an over-
whelming emotional weight. She contemplates suspending her Stay account, torn 
between feelings of guilt – aware that it was her father’s desire for her and her chil-
dren to engage with the deadbot – and uncertainty about the consequences of her 
decision. She worries about the fate of the deadbot should she choose to cancel the 
subscription.

Encouraged by a therapist, whom Rebecca started seeing after Henry’s death, and 
following a lengthy discussion with Simon, she decides to contact the providers of 
the Stay platform to request the deactivation of Henry’s bot. However, her request is 
denied since it was Henry, not the siblings, who had prepaid for a twenty-year sub-
scription. Suspending the bot would violate the terms of the contract the company 
signed with Henry.

6.2  Ethical Dimensions of Stay’s Impact on the Relationships between Data 
Donors and Service Interactants

While scholars such as Patrick Stokes (2021), Elaine Kasket (2019), and Edina Har-
binja (2017; 2013) have previously emphasized the importance of consent of data 
donors (involving complex issues of postmortem dignity, autonomy, and privacy) 
to the use of their digital remains in re-creation services, our final scenario, that 
focused on the Stay app and its users, underscores the equally significant question 
of service interactants’ consent to using deadbots. Ensuring that both data donors 
and service interactants consent to partake in re-creation projects is, as we illustrate 
through our design fiction, essential to protecting service interactants from entirely 
new and potentially harmful experiences, including those already described in the 
literature as ‘being stalked by the dead’ (Kasket, 2019).

As Simon kept receiving unsolicited notifications, reminders, and updates from 
the Stay system in our speculative scenario, he experienced precisely this phenom-
enon. The resulting ‘haunting’ effect constitutes an unintended consequence of the 
re-creation service’s design. While from the perspective of Stay’s providers sustain-
ing relationships with a person’s loved ones via re-creation services is valued posi-
tively, our scenario emphasizes that this might not always hold true from the per-
spective of the service interactant. As psychologists suggest, the distress caused by 
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this form of ‘stalking’ is deeply subjective (Kasket, 2019, 187), and even if for some 
people interacting with a deadbot might be a positive and desirable experience, for 
others, it may prove emotionally draining. Although Rebecca and Simon tried to 
develop some resistance strategies, their eventual failure to convince the company 
behind Stay to deactivate Henry’s deadbot reveals the absence of design standards 
that would help balance the needs and rights of data donors with those of service 
interactants.

As the growing body of studies on grief (including digital grief studies) empha-
sizes, ‘grief is a journey’ (Doka, 2017): a highly personal, unique, and non-linear 
process that defies simple classifications or stages (O’Connor & Kasket, 2022; 
Konigsberg, 2011). There are as many ways to cope with grief as there are bereaved 
people. However, our scenario reveals that re-creation systems designed without the 
acknowledgment of the service interactants’ rights – considered in tandem with the 
wishes of the data donors – could, inadvertently, impose upon individual users a 
predetermined, standardized way of processing grief. By enabling Henry to desig-
nate his children as the primary interactants of his deadbot without their consent, the 
company behind Stay prevented Rebecca and Simon from bidding farewell to their 
father in a way that felt right to them, causing unnecessary stress during an already 
difficult time.

6.3  Recommendations for Re‑creation Service Providers: Following the Principle 
of Mutual Consent

Death is an incredibly delicate and sensitive matter, impacting not only the indi-
vidual who passes away but also the entire community they leave behind. Therefore, 
when designing products and services related to death, it is essential to safeguard the 
interests and address the needs of both the data donor and the service interactants. 
With this in mind, we introduce the principle of mutual consent as a guiding frame-
work for designers working on re-creation services, emphasizing the importance 
of striking a balance between individual and social experiences. While the issue of 
the data donor’s consent has already been discussed by numerous scholars and is 
highlighted in the already mentioned OpenAI’s usage policy, our recommendation 
concerns designing with the consent of both data donors and service interactants in 
mind.

The principle of mutual consent stipulates that service interactants should give 
explicit consent before being introduced to any specific re-creation service by com-
panies such as Stay, whether before or after the death of the data donor. Adhering 
to this principle would ensure that service interactants maintain a sense of agency 
in deciding whether they wish to engage with a given re-creation service before the 
service initiates the interaction. While service interactants should have the option to 
decline using re-creation services at any point, ensuring that they get the opportunity 
to refuse to engage in re-creation projects in the first place is equally important. The 
siblings from our scenario were not given this option and it is precisely this lack of 
agency that lies at the root of the service’s negative impact on their wellbeing and 
their relationship with their deceased father. Additionally, we suggest that deadbots 
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(with the exception of historical public figures) should never appear in public digital 
spaces, such as social media websites – to protect potential service interactants from 
any unwanted encounters with their digitally resurrected relatives. Interactions with 
deadbots should only be possible via dedicated platforms, allowing individuals to 
decide whether or not to engage with a re-creation service, without notifications or 
reminders outside of this designated online space.

Further, design teams should prioritize the planning of meaningful and respectful 
opt-out protocols in case a service interactant changes their mind and wants to cease 
interacting with a deadbot. Gach & Brubaker (2020) provide a valuable suggestion 
for the design of such protocols, describing the deletion of a deceased loved one’s 
digital remains as a community ritual. Such opt-out protocols should empower indi-
viduals to shape their relationship with the digital remains of their deceased loved 
ones, allowing for meaningful closure. These protocols should be implemented 
alongside deadbot retirement procedures outlined previously. While the opt-out pro-
tocol ensures that service interactants can meaningfully terminate their relationship 
with a particular deadbot, the retirement protocol ensures that the dignity of the data 
donor is respected when the deadbot is deleted, whether at the request of the data 
recipient who created it or due to inactivity over a specified period.

7  Conclusion

Considering recent advancements in the field of generative AI and the explosion of 
interest in AI-enabled ‘immortalization’ solutions, in this article we have mapped 
the potential negative impact of re-creation services, bearing in mind the perspec-
tives of three key stakeholder groups within the DAI: data donors, data recipients, 
and service interactants. We have linked the question of responsible development 
of deadbots to the issues of consent (of both data donors and service interactants), 
postmortem privacy, and wellbeing, and in relation to these matters, we have put 
forward several design recommendations with the aim of mitigating the risks posed 
by re-creation services. These recommendations include: developing sensitive pro-
cedures for ‘retiring’ deadbots; ensuring meaningful transparency of re-creation ser-
vices through disclaimers on risks and capabilities of deadbots; restricting access to 
re-creation services to adult users only; and following the principle of mutual con-
sent of both data donors and recipients to partake in re-creation projects.

Our intervention builds on previous work on the ethics of the digital afterlife 
industry and the ethics of artificial intelligence, and aims to bridge the persistent 
gap between the two fields. This article serves as an overview of the most pressing 
socio-ethical questions related to the use of AI in the digital afterlife industry and 
aims to lay the groundwork for interventions in technology design standards and 
policy development, as well as further research on the impact of re-creation ser-
vices on different types of users and society at large. While more research is needed 
– including on the differences in perceptions of deadbots and digital immortality in 
diverse cultures – the overview of potential negative consequences of developing 
and deploying AI in the digital afterlife industry proves that additional guardrails 
to direct the development of re-creation services are necessary. We hope that our 
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recommendations for providers of these services will contribute to future efforts, 
including regulatory initiatives, ensuring that the use of AI in the DAI does not lead 
to detrimental social consequences. If the early work on thanatosensitivity lay the 
groundwork for new interaction design practices that account for, rather than ignore, 
death as a fundamental element of the human experience, we also hope that our 
intervention will help center critical thinking about ‘immortality’ of users in human-
AI interaction design and AI ethics research.
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